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FOREWORD—JEFFREY SACHS 

The Council for a Progressive Economy looks both back and forward in its “reconsideration of a 
Western society for the 21st century.” The Council looks backwards to the 1964 ‘Declaration of the 
Triple Revolution’, which presciently had cautioned disruptions and public challenges from the 
gathering industrial reorganization of ‘cybernation’ – the application of automated machines. It looks 
forward to 2030 and 2050, this time presciently alerting the public on the scope of a new industrial 
structure with disruptions from autonomous production based on artificial intelligence, deep machine 
learning, robotics, and other advances in information technology. The Council calls on policy makers 
and civil society to prepare for meaningful work and an ethical economy in a new era of social 
engagement. 
 
The Council hits the mark: our political, civil, and scientific institutions should heed the Council’s call 
and respond with a sense of urgency, creativity, and moral purpose. 
 
It is well appreciated that major new technologies cause deep societal change. One can say, in very 
general terms, that the agricultural revolution led to village life, and the industrial revolution created 
mass urban society. That the artificial intelligence and digital revolution are also creating deep change 
is widely accepted. Yet there remains a misplaced complacency about the changes underway: that by 
their very nature these will benefit society, and that market forces – supply and demand guided by profit 
motives – will sort out economic outcomes in a broadly salutary way1. There are those who point to the 
famed “Luddite” textile workers of the early 19th century, or to the authors of the Triple Revolution, 
that fears today are exaggerated, and that worry about adversity from technological change is 
misplaced. 
 
The Council is correct to send a far more accurate, and important message. A new period is emerging in 
which the advances in autonomous production could expand material wellbeing, leisure, and 
engagement in more critical human pursuits, but could have major adverse consequences as well. The 
transformations underway are extensive, likely to reshape the meaning of work in the 21st century. Work-
life balance will require new norms and relevant policies for the individual’s purposeful participation in 
democratic civil society. 
 
Was the 1964 ‘Triple Revolution’ alarmist, after all? The answer is certainly ‘not’. 
 
The caution on advances of automation happened (and continue). Traditional jobs, especially in 
farming, mining, and industry, were indeed lost, by the tens of millions in the high-income economies 
and now in middle-income economies as well. Decent work came to depend on decent education, and 
increasingly on higher education and specialized vocational training. Successful societies, notably 
those of northern Europe, have reacted through active labor-market policies, expanded vacation time 
and shorter working hours, and enhanced public policies to ensure access to higher education and 
vocational training. In countries where public policies have lagged, including the United States, a great 
and dangerous social gulf has opened between individuals with college degree, who are better prepared 
for work in the digital era, and those with a high-school diploma or less, who are exposed to declining 
living standards, health and longevity, and social status. 
 
The message of the Council is that the advancing age of autonomous production can be highly 
beneficial for society – but only with public policies that anticipate wisely in its development. There is 
nothing inevitable about society’s successful adjustment in an era of deep and transforming 
technological changes. History records the strife that can accompany a period of disruptive change 
with high anxieties for individuals across the society. The Council performs a vital public service in 
offering the public and policy makers a highly perceptive, deeply informed, and ethically based 
Resolution for our times.  
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Every age has had man confront events 
that marked his distinctly human identity.  

 

PREFACE  

The advent era of autonomous productive technologies poses consequential public concerns. Their 
increasingly rapid deployment is manifests in a visible transition from conventional application of 
workforce resources, economic institutions, and civic norms. During a profound economic, social, and 
cultural transformation within the EU uncertain economic expansion and instability in the labor 
market are to be anticipated  
 

Transcendence toward a New Start for Europe2 is occurring amidst a period of divisive discussion on 
the impact of autonomous productive processes on the future of jobs, growth, fairness, and 
democratic change. As Authorities yet ponder due preparation, there is incearing realization among 
the public and in media reports of impending discord. Absent remain distinct transcendent economic 
principles, measures and tools for a transformative ‘new start‘, for Europe. 
 

As the industrial transition progresses EU policy guidance for a new 21st century socio-economic order 
for Europe vacillates (and adjustments yet resort to past era bygone economic measures3), the 
continent and Western economies confront a globe in which they are being outproduced, out-
manufactured, out-exported, and out-invested by the combined remainder of the globe. Germany will 
be just 4 percent of the world’s consumer spending and the U.K. just 3 percent—Asia will be 40 
percent.  
 

Future consumerism will be dominated by Asian worker who will treble the globe’s middle class. U.S. 
confronts an Asian market twice its size. More than 2 billion men and women are added to the ranks 
of industrial producers, trebling the globe’s industrial output as these strive to rival Western living 
standards the while further depleting the globe’s basic resources  
 

A future fortified European economy and societal order entails full advantage from autonomous tech-
nology for its domestic industry to remain vital in interior markets while yet able to compete in Asian 
(global) consumer markets with essential niche, high-value goods. However there remains dim the 
features and benefits for the territory’s domestic inhabitants, and its collective workforce, from a 
transcendent economy even as volatile consequence transpire. There remain to be promulgated an 
arrangement of economic theory, and applicable social institutions, that evidence preparation, for 
new era, conditions. What is in store for a ready human resource base in an industrial era of autono-
mous productive labor? Awaited are steps toward new forms of beneficial work and prospects for 
further quality of life conditions. 
 
The RESOLUTION statements question the status of preparation and the benefits4 during adaptation 
to a turbulent decade of economic and civil society transition. Awaited remains clarification of: What 
benefits are merited from a ‘new’ start for Europe? What are the relevant economic and social policies 
for a shared understanding of the vision for a formative economy and civil society? Whether a new 
era autonomous productive order will be beneficial for Europe’s inhabitants is not a foregone 
conclusion—it will depend crucially on how public policy and private firms respond to the new 
conditions. 
 

The Council acknowledge the diverse EU and State policy initiatives as well as certain novel programs 
for inclusive and stable economic performance. (See Reference Section.)  
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PART A: INTRODUCTION 

The advent of an EU 21st century socio-economic order presents its own unique well-functioning 
industrial structure, means for organizing production, and intrinsic market dynamic. The transition in 
progress follows a recent two century industrial revolution which created a formidable industrial 
economy and eventually a modern democratic-capitalist state. The conversion underway, while 
accelerated by a surge of novel industrial technology, is indeed a steady evolution in the industrial 
order5 from the 20th century European economy and and society. The trend brings more knowledge, 
more choice, and more ability for industrial develop-ment – it also aggravates sharing gains for 
territory’s humanity. 
 
The RESOLUTIONS call for a more encompassing, earnest, transparent,  assessment of public impact  
from an era of autonomous industrial productive processes. Authorities risk of public disillusion, and 
discontent, with social-value creation and sharing fairly across society the prosperity from the 
multidimensional industrial transition. Called for is political leadership in realizing visionary economic 
and social policies addressing clearly, and credibly, means for engaging human resources in gainful, 
and purposeful, work amidst new opportunities for work-life balance6.  
 
To be realized is a 21st century ‘European Semester’ that looks beyond ‘market growth’ as mainstream 
to inhabitant well-being and development and engagement of the land’s human resources.Foresight 
for the disruptive events in progress awaits from governing Authorities preparation for evolving new 
patterns of: industry organization; human work and gainful striving; economic precepts and 
market institutions; and, relevant fairness and ethical norms from prosperity.  
 

*** 
EU Authorities in their recent announcement of European Pillar of Social Rights7 proclaimed social 
aims for a developing economy and inclusive society. In the considering European Civil Law Rules in 
Robotics the Parliament expressed concern for the public effects from rapidly advancing technologies. 
In the EU and SMEs: Contact for New Growth guidance for new enterprise formation present alterna-
tives to jobs and wage employment. These notable expressions of Commission concern are commend-
able. 
 
The RESOLUTION statements note however, these EU pronouncements are discreet and isolated 
preparations and fail to present to an anxious public a cohesive insightful and confident preparation 
for a ‘new start’. Continued to be pursued are mainline economic goals, initiatives, and program 
measures relying on vestigial 20th century orthodox economic doctrine and principles8 viz., growth, 
aggregate demand, innovation, taxation, education, and investment as perceived economic founda-
tions for a full-employment economy. and higher quality living conditions on a 21st century9 European 
continent.  
  
Two often quoted ‘new’, precepts for enhanced economic performance in a formative European so-
ciety – life-long-learning and extended working-life span—anticipate increased, and prolonged, life-
time of human exertion with an uncertain period of retirement life during advancing years10. In the 
era of autonomous technology does a ‘new start for Europe’ forebode increased and extended dura-
tion of individual strain for job and income security11? And does ‘life-long-learning’ forebode frustra-
tion and misery for all who fail to adjust to rapidly advancing technology? 
 
Yet to be formulated is a ‘new’ economy, with avant-garde economic principles, that distinctly ad-
vance the individual’s lifetime experiences in the era of applied autonomous technology to economic 
and civic endeavors. What are the new principles and measures for enhancement of the quality of 
human well-being? There is perceived scant preparation for ‘new’ in the states’ economics or in its 
organization of central institutions viz., health, education, security.  
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PART A: RESOLUTIONS 
 

1. Concern is expressed for an under-estimation of the range of economic and social impact 
from extensive and multiple applications of robot, artificial intelligence, and digital technology 
toward 2030 and beyond 12. 

 
The RESOLUTION questions EU ‘Economic Targets’ for sound, full-employment13, income earning 
workforce into 2030 and beyond. EU sundry reports, advisory documents, governmental guidelines, 
prepared for the European Parliament14 and Commission15 remark on the advancing technology trans-
formation. However, documented assessments remain ambiguous and lack account for accelerating 
expansion in the application of robots (in their various forms)16; the omnipresence of artificial intelli-
gent services applications; nor contain guidance for preparation of individuals in alternative work 
forms.  
 
Reported economic projections for future human workforce requirements invariably ignore robot in-
dustry expansion17, assessment of the breadth for robot application, or estimates of prospective 
worker displacement18. Estimates for prospective job losses from application of the varied technolo-
gies in progress rely on conservative assessments of labor substitution capabilities19. While yet other 
analyses seek to strip-out a ‘human content’ from autonomous work and preserve for humans ‘aug-
mented’ jobs, so populating labor with countless stand-by workers for interpersonal ‘psychic’ chores.  
 
The RESOLUTION questions paid employment as a valid indicator of economic performance and/or 
quality of life in a future autonomous industrial economy. Robot density continues to increase in the 
workforce20. Increase in robot density is associated with larger gains in productivity21. Meanwhile, 
labor hours per one million Euro increase in BIP continues to decline. To be prepared are new con-
structs what are deemed economic and societal work and their means for gainful, and purposeful, 
human activity. 
 

2. Concern is expressed that EU and member State Officialdom yet cling to policy directives, pro-
gram initiatives, and human advancement goals, from a conventional fading phase of European in-
dustrial and societal organization. 

 
Amidst correction from a slack recession economy, and yet disappointing job and employment scores, 
there is adherence to past ‘routine’ economic policies22, practices, and theories thought to stimulate 
‘growth’, ‘productivity’, full-employment and national wealth’.  

 
EU, and State, industrial policy to induce job employment with growth (BIP) counts may momentarily 
alleviate distress, or record gains in specified social-purpose goals23. However, gains from such ad hoc 
measures obscure the longer-run steady eclipse of jobs and wage-labor employment as means for re-
dressing inequality and social justice. Robot ‘workers’ and network consumers are set to perform tasks 
once were performed as jobs24. During advance into an autonomous industrial economy prolonged 
adherence to past economic rules and measures for adjustments will become futile as adequate public 
preparation for transition hardship.  
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3. Concern is expressed that preparations for reordering institutions befitting to new era civil 
societies, and felicitous social policies for inhabitants, to contend with the industrial transfor-
mation in progress, remain yet largely to be attended.  

 
Workforce response to employment risks from nascent robot, artificial intelligence, and digital tech-
nology applications is not solely economic. Engagement of prime-age individuals in Job and employ-
ment has been a vital formative element in the organization of social life and perceived status of indi-
viduals.  
 

Industrial enterprises and their applications of commercial technologies proceed on their private op-
erators’ own performance and value terms25. The aim of investor for financial gain remains explicit in 
the industrial order26. The State’s intent for individual gain in the societal order should be no less ex-
plicit for: the primacy of the individual,  his/her stake in a prospering society, individual en-
gagement in gainful and purposeful endeavor, and fidelity to democratic ideals27.  
 

While there have been some initiatives for reordering institutions for new era civil societies such as 
the ‘smart city’ urban development programs, their aim has been directed to integrating information 
and communication technology (ICT) and Internet of things (IoT) technology in a secure fashion to 
manage the city's assets28. A ‘Social Progress Index’ which measures the extent to which States pro-
vide for the social and environmental needs of their citizens reaches closer to the changing quality of 
individual life. 
 

4. Awaiting preparation are alternative (modernized) industrial and social policies for address-
ing required competences for worker participation in purposeful activity in an era of autonomous 
productive organization  

 

The RESOLUTION questions GDP/BIP growth strategy as predictive measure of future employment or 
of individual well-being. Moreover, in a wholly transformed industrial system it is questionable to rely 
on economic indicators for figures on GDP/BIP that are increasingly imprecise29 in accounting or rating 
economic performance and individual well-being; or for EU funding allocation30 to support social pro-
gress objectives.  
 

Present BIP/GDP figures understate the effects from increasing amounts of non-market based human 
efforts…that represent high value added to the society. GDP/capita figures misrepresent the actual 
status of social progress and ‘well-being’. While ‘growth’ objectives are regularly circulated for na-
tional economic performance, there are no similar figures on other conditions for human welfare reg-
ularly circulated in media. In an era of advanced information technology, the inaccuracies in national 
economic statistics should be addressed.  
 

The RESOLUTION questions advanced education level goals as surrogate measure for future employ-
ment targets. An educated labor force was an essential resource for productivity gains during the 
progression of the 20th century machine-age. Advanced education correlated with employment secu-
rity and higher life-time income. In the 21st century advanced education per se is not set to be an 
effective surrogate for labor policy on employment and/or gainful and purposeful employment of 
prime-age individuals31.  
 

Indeed, workforce pursuit of ever advancing levels of education has increasingly inflated employer job 
qualifications in virtually all occupations. Increasingly the net effect is to harm opportunities for jobs 
among the lesser educated. Meanwhile, those graduates entering the workforce are regularly forced 
to bear education costs for employment on tasks/ duties that often are well below their achievement 
level. 
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The RESOLUTION cites inadequate preparation in an era of increasing individual free time. Wage-labor 
hours steadily declined in the 20th century. Increasing free time was absorbed in incidental distracting 
activities. Further reduction in employment hours and/or total displacement from steady jobs will 
require new structured alternatives to engaging human abilities32.  
The increasing release of prime labor from industrial tasks/toil affords the opportunity to enlist indi-
viduals for valuable human-centered endeavors for society-at-large. Remaining to be attended are: 
(a) policies for expansion of private, non-profit organizations that organize opportunities for social 
innovation and volunteer services33; and (b) endowing volunteer work with formal public recognition 
that would channel individual self-interest toward social cooperation and socially beneficial activity. 
 
The RESOLUTION takes notice of EU initiatives on tax reforms34. Enhanced enforcement of tax revenues 
in the era of knowledge-based value creation, additive manufacturing, and blockchain technology jus-
tifies current attention. Lacking preparation is conception for a ‘new’ tax regimen commensurate with 
a 21st century autonomous industry supply chain. One also with an increasingly diminishing wage-labor 
source for taxation and structured collection.  
 
Preparation of a tax regimen for new era working modes and producing modes remains to be concep-
tualized. Sporadic there is media reference to ‘machine tax’, ‘basic income’, ‘single point tax. A new era 
tax regimen should have its own rationale, foundation, economic principles, and accounting system. 
What constitutes ‘income’ in the era of self-engaged work? Should autonomous applications be 
deemed physical capital? Should sharing transaction be taxable? Preparations for a new era tax regi-
men should commence with a scenario for future organization of economic activity.  
 

5. The RESOLUTION asserts social innovation, and social enterprises, are vital 21st century     
functions for human engagement. These forms appear underrated in EU innovation policy35.     
Proposed is the formation of a ‘Social Innovation Authority’ (beyond the present ESN supported 
by the EU Programme for Employment and Social Innovation) with a mission to accentuate the 
utilization of autonomous technology for improvement of quality of life within the ‘commons’.  

 
Social enterprises fill-in essential gaps in desired/required consumer social services for which the    
supply-side of the market has neglected to establish value. (Many of the most essential functions for 
sustaining the societal order occur outside the market and are performed as volunteer occupations.) 
Sometimes referred to as the ‘3rd Sector’ these enterprise models with their unique human-oriented 
services are prospects for new work opportunities and purposeful activity for distinctly human tasks. 
A scatter of social enterprises, and their sponsors36 enable individuals to pursue ‘ideas’ as projects for 
innovation and development for beneficial civic purposes. There remains insufficient EU preparation 
for development of the ‘3rd Sector’ market37. 
 
The RESOLUTION notes an EU policy preference for investments in industrial sectors and tech-
nical/commercial innovation38.The EU 2020 Semester target proposes 3 percent of the EU's GDP (pub-
lic and private combined) be invested in R&D/innovation. Meanwhile social innovation and social en-
terprises appear a contingent class of creative activity. For instance, Social Impact Bond (Social Benefit 
Bond), bonds financing projects with social objectives, as contract with the public sector to pay for 
improved social outcomes that result in public sector savings remain to be developed. Proposed are 
full-scale administrative and financial support for ‘social innovation’ and a European network of social 
enterprises and their sponsoring organizations39.  

 
*** 

The RESOLUTIONS question the status of preparedness for a ‘new start for Europe’. While the ‘Pillars’ 
speak to values these do not create a basis for organizing economic activity. What are the ‘new’ func-
tional components/institutions? What are its ‘new’ beneficial pursuits for the individual and societal 
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advancement? What new means sets a basis for individual access to the land’s productive resources 
and provision for individual ‘well-being’? What requires vigilance? 

 
The RESOLUTIONS call for intensified preparations of a relevant, Socio-Economic Charter40 (akin to the 
‘Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union’) for securing from transformative advances in 
autonomous technologies social as well as commercial benefits. Required is a clear statement of the 
relationship between man and society in an era of autonomous means at hand for man’s benefit. 
Should industry applications of autonomous productive resources serve to relinquish humans and so 
restore primacy of family in preserving a distinctly human character41?  
 
Sustaining a well-ordered civil society with a high standard of individual well-being creates ample de-
mand for educated, competent, workers engaged in varied civic and communal activity. Required 
from EU economic governance is state-of-the art conception for a vigorous development of the re-
gion’s future human resources. Preparations to include opportunities in innovative forms for human 
engagement in civil sector development equaling industry sector development (and reliance on) au-
tonomous productive resources. Required from EU and State governance is more substantial public 
preparation for devising a transcendent economic, and social, ethos for Europe’s 21st century socie-
ties. To be devised: 

• New means for individual participation in the wealth creation from autonomous systems.  

• New forms of determining social progress (beyond GDP) to assess quality of life and sus-
tained human satisfaction. 

• New expand opportunities for individuals in their prime years to choose self-satisfying 
meaningful work in either industrial or civil sectors42.  

• New social and moral standards for meriting human resource contribution to civil society. 
 

The RESOLUTIONS present critical, unattended, preparations for public policy. Awaited from EU          
Authorities is a more pronounced awareness of the scope of conditions to be confronted, for sustaining 
worker and society well-being in a 21st century progressive economy43. 
 
19 August 2017 

*** 
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PART B: RESOLUTIONS 
 
RESOLUTIONS address conditions in four societal sectors during transformation toward a 21st century 
socio-economic order: (a) organization of work; (b) source of income and revenue; (c) education in the 
era of artificial intelligence; (d) social and ethical relations in human/robot interaction. Concerns in 
civil law, legal transactions, and liability also will pose perplexing adjustments as robot/AI presence 
pervades in the human’s social space44. These four subjects shift public focus from technology jargon 
(viz., 4.0, robot cars, digital networking, internet-of-things, peer-production, artificial intelligence, 
etc.) to: What do these developments mean for democratic capitalism and society itself?  
 
The RESOLUTIONS urge more insightful, and immediate, preparation for the climaxing event – the 
advance into a society with distinctly altered: urban communal life, societal norms, work/leisure ethic, 
and attributes of quality in the individual’s daily life.  

 

1. WORK AND EMPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
The topic comments on the relation of technology to the nature of work and employment into the 21st 
century. Emphasized is a need to understand, and track trends, in the substitution of autonomous 
productive resources for human work and develop strategies to inform, prepare the labor market for 
micro and macro changes in the industrial sector. Preparation for displacement of job employment 
and its significance for social protection services is not to be deferred to looming crisis.  
 
The Council is mindful of an EU administration commitment to, and striving for, a full-employment 
economy45. Through coordinating and monitoring state employment policies (EU Annual Growth Survey) 
and devising programs and subsidies, the central administration also pursues policies for increasing 
the labor participation rate of diverse ethnic groups within the larger EU social assemblage46. Labor 
policy seeks placement of this workforce in steady, quality employment, with minimal unemployment.  
 
EU central policy tool for employment has been growth. Past decades of economic ‘growth’ with 
corresponding demand for labor and advance in ‘standard of living’ has in recent times decoupled. 
Pursuit of GDP/BIP ‘growth’ is questionable labor policy for EU future full-employment aims. New era 
industrial productive processes/systems will be sustained by smaller numbers of employed in diverse 
specialized occupations.  
 
The diverse factors that spurred quantitative growth in the past have altered in their relative effect. 
The 19th century economics of ‘scacity‘ have given way to the 21st century economics of ‘surpluses‘. 
Policies that stimulate growth induce consumption of personal ‘convenience’ goods. New era 
preferences for personal life satisfy steadily higher levels of Maslow’s hierarchy of ‘needs’. 
Employment policy based on aggregate demand is a dubious design for future application of human 
resources. Employment policy based on growth in idustrial output confronts the era of ‘zero marginal 
cost’.   
 
The Council urges EU and State Officialdom heed the following 3 assessments for retaining 
participation of prime-age human resources in a 2030+ vital socio-economic order. 

 

• Lingering doldrums in the labor market stem from more complex origins than a legacy of the 
crisis of the last decade or a momentary slow pace in ‘structural adjustment’ to new productive 
processes47. An accelerated pace in the changing organization of industrial work with application 
of contingent forms of labor utilization, along with its expansion of autonomous systems in pro-
duction, pose consequences for workforce occupation that exceed EU and State policy prepar-
edness.  
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• Advancing innovation and applications of autonomous systems steadily qualify ‘robot labor’ for 
deployment in an ever-wider range of industrial sectors and social environments encroaching on 
human occupations applying cognitive knowledge to repetitive work. Perceived is an EU ten-
dency to under-estimating the rate of robot, AI, and digital technology application based on 
trends from past ‘predictions’ on the spread of nascent technologies. Advancing applications of 
‘smart’ devices has prepared the path toward increasing application of intelligent work-perform-
ing objects. 

 

• New productive processes and systems advance rapidly. EU preparations lag the shift in the re-
quirements for an evolving structure of labor markets. With industrial applications for conven-
tional human work contracting a formative 21st century society will identify new forms of 
beneficial societal services and institutions for enlisting individuals in organized work48. New al-
ternative societal work and modes for prime-age individuals to engage in gainful, and purposeful, 
activity remains to be developed. The nature of ‘valued’ civic work, the manner of ‘organizing’ 
civic work, the means for ‘compensating’ non-market-based work, await policy consideration. 

 
The industrial reformation in progress is well beyond revising occupations, qualifications, and job 
titles. The very nature of the human’s presence in the job economy is at stake. Industry has at-hand 
new competent means for performing physical and knowledge tasks. Society has at-hand prime-age 
individuals who may now utilize their energy to enhance the conditions of its environs. While 
individuals relieved from the confining requirements of their duties may now develop qualifications 
that suit their native talents. The continent’s governing Authorities confront prospects for this ‘new 
start for Europe‘.   
 

1. The RESOLUTION urges policymakers reassess the Delors White Paper of 1993 on ‘Growth, 
Employment: challenges and ways forward into the 21st century’; The Luxemburg process; and, 
ensuing Charter of Fundamental Rights with its terms for an inclusive, full-employment, labor mar-
ket (jobs for all).  

 
EU labor policy with its affirmation on full-employment extended to an ever-larger labor participa-

tion of working-age individuals confronts an industry trend toward increasing application of au-
tonomous technologies. To be prepared remains a strategy of national employment policies aimed 
at achieving broader-based opportunities for engaging prime working-age human resources. What 
new aims, objectives, and policy priorities are commensurate with an industrial economy of multi-
millions of robot and AI devices set for ‘employment’ in private and public enterprises?  

 

2. The RESOLUTION urge supplemental labor policies that expand work opportunities in volun-
tary beneficial communal activity as alternatives to frustrating joblessness.  

 
Increasing human services (non-industrial) work will require adjustments in perceptions of work 
status, cultural ethos, and public attitudes. Work title ranks ascribed to diverse communal volun-
tary activity should be based on years of service and awards to avoid invidious comparisons with 
private sector industrial job titles. A measure for volunteer activity (BIP-2 version) would yield a 
more accurate insight into human involvement in social development of the society49. 
 

3. The RESOLUTION urges policies for expanded private and public sector ‘social innovation’ in-
itiatives conducted via new forms of worker cooperation (e.g., crowd sourcing) and ‘creative indus-
tries’ models50. Proposed are policies that expand/ sponsor operation of private ‘social innovation’, 
and ‘social enterprise’, organizations. 
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4. The RESOLUTION urges application of new statistical measures for economic performance 
and social development as indicators for progressive state governance51.  

 

Short-comings in the GDP/BIP measure are well documented. The seeming decline in productivity may 
result from deficient measurement of digital activity as well as a progressive shift of job tasks to pri-
vate persons in market transactions52. Enhancements in auditing procedures for both private and pub-
lic enterprises could include ‘social’ outcomes. Reporting capabilities of EUROSTAT should be ex-
panded and enhanced. Future status and progress of human conditions on the continent should be 
merited from qualitative indices of ‘Social Development’ (viz., good living conditions and positive well-
being) or ‘Quality of Life’ (QOL). 
 

5. The RESOLUTION proposes forming a permanent tri-partite public-private Commission 
(Government, Industry, University) mandated by the EU Commission to monitor and periodically 
report industry milestones toward development/application of artificial general intelligence (AGI) 
as means for tracking corresponding trends in creation and displacement of occupations in diverse 
fields/areas of qualification53.  

 

Rejected are two often cited beliefs for discounting any permanent impact from technology on future 
employment: (a) ‘machines’ commonly augment human labor; and, (b) historical experience with new 
technology and productive ‘machines’ yielding new occupations and restored employment. Referenc-
ing historical data on cyclical employment patterns from technology induced growth, ignores emer-
gence from prevailing impoverishment and underdeveloped infrastructure in an earlier 19th century 
phase of the region’s inhabitants and that had charged a 20th century consumption ‘growth’.  

*** 
The application of ‘robot workers’ is not to be ignored. Robots represent a new asset class of ‘intelli-
gent’ industrial capital54—alien workers that perform independently, constantly, and under less re-
stricted ‘labor regulations’. Absent public insight into their opportune and beneficial integration into 
the workforce55 and ordinary life, sceptics dismiss their abilities (and prospective impact on the work-
force) citing, and often exaggerating, present limitations.  
 
To be considered are: ‘What development constitutes genuine growth in a future economy? What 
are productive economic and social activities in the 21st century societal order?’ How to prepare 
future generations of prime-age individuals for gainful and purposeful communal activity?’ ‘Who 
is to benefit from growth spurred by rival robot workers for jobs?’ 
 

2. INCOME AND REVENUE CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The RESOLUTIONS affirm a necessity for innovative tax policies in new-era wealth-creation commerce. 
Autonomous productive processes with their worrisome prospects for individuals to earn steady wage 
(job) incomes present conditions for drastically altering the future revenue source from state income 
tax revenues.  
 
The basis for employment taxes will become unsound with radically altered employment of a mixed 
human and robot workforce. Foreseen is an economy in which industry operators cease being the 
primary, reliable, and responsible, agents for securing worker employment and steady wages56. Justi-
fication for employee income taxes (personal income tax) will become increasingly questionable as 
fewer employed are subject to income tax57. The Council takes notice of a recent report that finds 
“…scope to shift labor taxes to alternative consumption, recurrent property, and environmental 
taxes.”  
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Preparation is required for substituting future uncertain (declining) employment tax revenues with 
distinctly new alternative state initiatives and policies for financing social welfare, individual well-be-
ing, and civic services for administering social justice. The Council is mindful of reported tax reforms 
in EU member states58. Notable are EU Member State proposals for diversifying revenue sources. 
Shifts in the incidence of taxes are cited. Incidental changes in VAT taxes are cited. Several states 
introduced taxes on pollution and resources59. Others used tax policy to “stimulate socially responsi-
ble investment”. 
 
However an EU Report on tax reforms neglects to consider tax policy response to increasing disloca-
tion of wage-labor from altered employment terms and industry deployment of robot ‘workers’. There 
are no clear policy-strategy statements on future revenue sources in a transforming autonomous        
industrial economy creating wealth through distinctly new means and sources. Noted are recent tax 
policy reforms that secure the state’s interest in the corporate tax base of multinational companies 
by mandating taxes on profits in jurisdictions where the corresponding trade takes place (and not 
necessarily in foreign locations where the firm is registered.)  
 
Notable as well is EU Parliament’s recent adoption of a non-legally binding Report on rules for robotics 
but vetoing a universal basic income (BIG) proposal to offset the impact from robots on the labor 
market. 
 
The emerging sectors of autonomous and individualized productive processes will be a dominant char-
acteristic in 21st century industrial activity. New forms of assessing tax on these productive resources 
will be required. Considering future EU tax policy, the Council regarded 3 formative developments.  
 

• The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union has affirmed income security and 
equal access to essential services as basic rights of individuals. With advancing displacement 
of human labor from steady jobs, preparation is required for an acceptable alternative replac-
ing loss of worker wage incomes.  
 

• Present EU social protection and pension systems financed with employment taxes will likely 
not be an adequate, or effective, means for replacing the purchasing power from larger-scale 
displaced job employment and lost wage incomes. Underway are ‘experiments’ in several EU 
jurisdictions with ‘income supplement’ programs (e.g., basic income guarantee (BIG), CORE 
support, earned income tax credit and other none ‘means tested’ measures) for alterative in-
come support.  
 

• In transition are increasing novel enterprise modes not yielding taxable income. New means 
for providing and trading services, include: more individualized processing of goods and ser-
vices. Evident are: increases in the number of NGOs and other forms of association and their 
impact on GDP/BIP and enhanced utilization of human resources; application of ‘zero marginal 
cost’ to digital productive processes; shift from ‘ownership’ to ‘access’ for personal property; 

and ‘cashless’ commercial transaction and blockchain systems for creating digital value. 
 
The three developments will yield enhancement both in individual satisfaction and for human societal 
conditions—but lacking the customary ‘price tags’ for market traded goods and services. 
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The following 7 RESOLUTIONS are urged for EU Authority and State consideration and further 
preparation. 

  

1. The RESOLUTION minds the distribution of abundance (wealth) in a robot/AI industrial society 
must be based on criteria strikingly different from an economic system based on scarcity. 

 
Proposed is an EU comprehensive review of commercial and personal tax regimen in restructuring 
application of tax revenue based on: new enterprise structures; new relevant economic principles60; 
new social accounting standards61, and new imperatives in conserving resources.  

 

2. The RESOLUTION urges any public policy for continuous redistribution of tax revenues to in-
dividuals should accompany private and public organized programs affording incentives (condi-
tions) for individual recipients to engage in chosen communal activity to ‘earn’ one’s state allow-
ance.  

 
It is the Council’s conviction that individuals for their self-engagement will perform beneficial civic 
activities given ‘opportunity’ and ‘choice’ for alternative well-ordered purposeful work.  

 

3. The RESOLUTION proposes commissioning economic, scientific, and social institutions to as-
sess and report on alternate concepts for organizing and valuing communal work projects. 

 
To be considered is a ‘record’ system for performance of diverse forms of beneficial communal activ-
ity, volunteer activity, or personal care work now not transacted as ‘market’ services, yet work quali-
fied and credited to the individual’s civic services account. 

 

4. The RESOLUTION proposes any pension financing formula crediting incomes from wage earn-
ings should also include crediting income-equivalent earnings for hours from volunteer activities.  

 
A basic tenet for revised pension policy is it should create incentives for individuals to enhance the 
value of the pension benefit through alternative work contribution methods.    
 

5. The RESOLUTION urges timely assessment of tax revenue from new era productive processes 
and income stream sources*. 

 
New tax regimen principles are necessary to preserve industry investment in productivity gains while 
also meeting the state’s requirements for public services. Prospective sources for tax development 
include: financial transaction; data flow transactions62; environment degradation (e.g., carbon pollu-
tion) assessments.  

‘ 

6. The RESOLUTION urges investigation into the prospect expanding shared ownership. Many 
firms have profit-sharing or group incentive pay structures where employee earning depends on 
the firm’s profitability63. 

 
Required is a mix of private and public policies which offer tax incentives for firms that give workers 
ownership shares; or, changes in corporate governance which permit workers’ say in the way tech-
nologies are implemented. 

 

                                                           
* Using environmentally-related ‘resource‘ taxes has demonstrated that new forms of taxation can offer an effective means for alternative 
tax forms and promote public policy objectives. 
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7. The RESOLUTION urges further application of blockchain technology for increasing financial 
transaction security, reducing transaction costs arising from the interposition of intermediate 
agents between transacting parties, improving tax administration practices. 

 
Applying effective tax administration is essential to an economy where productive processes are often 
intangible. Tax administration is increasingly confronted with distortions produced by obscure/ 
oblique nexus between tax and value-generating activity; a condition aggravated by effects of global-
ization and digitalization. 

*** 
The achievement of industrial policy and tax policy are evident the life satisfaction of the taxpayers 
governed. A tax regimen based on 20th century industrial organization concepts with its reliance on a 
labor intensive workforce had yielded a distinctly new means of creating value and for its distribution. 
A complex series of tax principles (e.g., progressive vs. regressive taxation, depreciation, deduction, 
etc.) sought to balance the state’s interest in preserving private and public sector stability and 
satisfaction with their respective status. .An expansive private consumer market, supplemented with 
public social services, sustained an EU democratic capitalism. 
 
A rationale for a 21st century tax regimen suited to a transcendent autonomous industrial order, and 
less human labor intensive, creating value through distinctly new means will require alternative 
means for allocation of created wealth and origin for taxation. It will also impose on state governing 
Authorities new standards in performance of tax and social administrative functions. While for civil 
society official reports on life satisfaction will further evolve from primarily income indices to 
measures of ‘well-being’, ‘quality of life’64, and ‘wholesome community life‘65. 
 

3. EDUCATION IN ERA OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Concern is expressed for policies that address insufficiently the nature of basic ‘human’ education 
for autonomous 21st century industrial, societal, and cultural conditions66.  
 
Education for the 21st century confronts a new period of man’s engagement in industrial and 
economic life. Human labor has been a central resource for productive application of technology. At-
hand is the addition of a new, well-educated/trained ‘workforce’. The advent of artificial intelligence 
(AI) , and its implant in working ‘apparatus‘ (autonomous systems) is creating a new form intelligent 
productive worker and a new professional instructor staff – the Programmer. The numbers of these 
new workers is limited only by the pace of an assembly line. And their knowledge and experience is 
instantly transferrable to successive robot generations. (Among humans each child must begin to 
count and read.) 
 
In these new knowledge ‘workers’ humans confront advancing levels of artificial intelligence with 
virtually limitless memory ability and instant access to the amassed data in the ‘cloud’. And the pace 
of gains in their computing and communicating intelligence is set to exceed the slow pace of cognitive 
education and verbal communication in propagating human workers. 
 
The RESOLUTION questions the often-cited limitations to robot and AI abilities. What ‘robot labor’ 
cannot (or will not) perform well under-estimates what is already in progress, or what may well be 
achieved in the span to mid-century. These new workers will fill skill occupations across the full range 
of what are deemed human endeavors. And, occupations in the provision of human services (i.e., care 
for elderly and infirm) will extend their physical, mental and ‘emotional range.To be confronted is not 
the limit to robot/AI abilities, rather the future for human intellectual and emotional development as 
distinctly unique social beings. 
 
To be attended are: (a) development of the unique abilities enabling humans to compliment/augment 
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autonomous productive processes; and, (b) development of social competences for vital human 
engagement in a digital civil society  
 
Even as future industrial work adapts to applications of autonomous processes (increases in the 
Robot Density Index), EU economic policy perceives education primarily as preparation for ‘job’ 
knowledge. Pursued policies (MINT education) assume technical education for a future labor force 
will outpace the advances of AI-embedded intelligence in smart robot labor (and other autonomous 
technologies). Education policy remains pseudo labor employment policy67. Preparation for income 
employment (viz., job) remains perceived as central to a consumer-based growth economy. 
 
The RESOLUTION questions a policy of ever higher education levels as feasible policy for future full 
employment68. More intensive traditional occupation education risks the future of the continents 
human resources. An education strategy for human development based on rivaling advances in 
embedded artificial intelligence has little to commend it. The net effect is to inflate education levels 
for ordinary occupations69.  
 
What education remains relevant to human development in an era of pervasive artificial intelligence? 
 
Essential for education is a new perception of development that ensues from the human intellect and 
the application of that understanding in a ‘societal market place’. A new 21st century vision for public 
education (given the long lead-times for implementation) is urgent for Europe. For education policy 
makers remains the course for transition to a human-centered education paradigm for a future 
generation of human potential engaging in gainful and purposeful economic70 and social71 activity. 
As applications for autonomous resources proliferate in economic and civil sectors there will be 
rearrangements in the exercise of ‘free time‘.  
 
The Council urges EU and State Officialdom heed the following 3 assessments in preparing policies for 
education in a 2030+ socio-economic era in which humans strive for identity and and purposeful lives. 
 

• In an era of increased self-reliance during adulthood, early-on childhood development assumes 
iimportance. Development in childhood of innate abilities along with emotional, social, and phys-
ical behavior has lasting effects on stable adulthood. Programs for early (3-7-year-old) develop-
ment require marked emphasis. 

• As industry requirements for human labor slackens and firms become more selective in their 
personal ingenious requirements, preparation for industrial human-centered occupations should 
increasingly shift from public education to employer (on-the-job) education. The cost is an off-
set to employment of autonomous technology. 

• Information technonology in its diverse digital applications should be utilized to decentralize 
education. Community campuses would be in-line with policies for ‘lifelong-learning‘. 
Community campuses (campuses in the commons) would also enhance experiential learning 
(i.e., learning through reflection on doing.) 

 

The education reformation in progress is well beyond adoption of digital content in present subject 
curriculum. 
 
The very nature of the human presence is at stake. Individuals relieved from the confining 
requirements of ‘job descriptions‘ may now develop qualifications that suit their native talents. While 
industry has at-hand new competent means for performing physical and knowledge-based tasks, civil 
society has at-hand prime-age individuals who may now utilize their ingenuity, inspiration, energy to 
enhance the conditions of their environs. The continent’s governing Authorities confront prospects 
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for this ‘new start for Europe‘. Cited are 5 critical education concerns for EU and State Administration 
attention.  
 

1. The RESOLUTION minds what now are vouched exclusive human abilities – and may remain 
so for some period in AI development – are not certain competencies beyond AI advances.  

 
The public education establishment must not proceed unmindful of industries’ own steady pursuit of 
‘educating’ a new, proliferating, robot workforce. Development of human future competencies 
should distinguish and perfect foremost human characteristics for sustaining a viable societal order. 
At stake is not how man will produce, but how man will live. 

 

2. The RESOLUTION urges public education Administrators reassess the 20th century models for 
early childhood development, primary education, and advanced ‘vocational’ education.  

 
A 21st century public education system should resume its former basic function of: • educating the 
individual for development of his/her innate ability; • preparing the individual for purposeful pursuits; 
and, • participation in a society of citizenry’s active engagement in communal life affairs. Industry 
should assume responsibility equally for its autonomous operations as well as the sparticularized 
education of its employees72. 
 

3. The RESOLUTION urges adoption of education policy (model) that prepares coming 
generations of prime-age individuals for more self-reliant, purposeful, active, communal life during 
lengthening periods of ‘free time’ (even as some individuals with rare skills fill jobs.)  

 
Lifelong learning should not be perverted into constant striving from pursuing forms of artificial 
intelligence for retaining qualification for individual livelihood  
 

4. The RESOLUTION minds public education’s future aim must enhance the singular 
competencies distinguishing human, from artificial, intelligence viz., social competence, creativity, 
arts, moral capability, autonomy, the capability of humans to search, discuss, reflect upon, and 
define their own purposes of life, to devote working time, spare time, and societal time in 
accordance with their own horizon of meaning.  

 
The Council urges conception of novel education content that gird human intellectual and ethical 
development in a transpiring period of interaction with an alien intelligent presence in industrial and 
civil society. When jobs are perishable, technologies come and go, and the individuals' working lives 
are longer, social intelligence is a human foundation. It gives humans an edge, enabling them to 
perform intricate work calling for nimble intelligence, empathy, altruism, and human interaction – 
traits that elude artificial intelligence.  
 

5. The RESOLUTION proposes forming a tri-partite public-private Commission (Government, 
Industry, University) mandated by the EU Commission to monitor and every four years report 
industry milestones toward development/application of artificial general intelligence (AGI) as 
means for tracking corresponding progress in advances toward public education goals. 

 
An upcoming era of artificial intelligence is not reversable. Europe either strives with the leaders in the 
development (U.S73., China74, Japan75) and retains some control over development and application, or 
submit to Super Power terms for its benefits. Leadership entails the risk of un-preparedness for 
consequences. An aptly educated Europe remains the security for a human civilized society. 
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4. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The emergence of a society and economy integrating autonomous technology and multiple digital 
applications arouse for humans an unclear social transformation. New conditions present 
opportunities and misfortunes for preserving ethical observances. 
 
The aim of ethics, as theory of morality, is the mediation between empirical insights and human 
intuition about the purpose and conduct of life. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European 
Union formulates precepts on the inalienable dignity of humans.  
 
With advances in technology that is increasingly in autonomous operation, human ethical bearings 
must demonstrate responsibility for the development, and effects, from their ready application (e.g., 
for AI weapon-systems). Ethical precepts must therefore mediate continuously human interaction 
with autonomous accessories. Ethical reflections need to embrace the economic frame conditions as 
well by examining constantly their respect of humans and of the environment and by aiming for an 
ecologically and socially responsible market economy. While the four resolution topics are interrelated, 
the following ethical aspects are accentuated 76. 
 

1. The RESOLUTION asserts that social transformation driven by robot, artificial intelligence, 
and digital technologies presents opportunities for unique social benefits. EU Societies and their 
economies should seek to benefit from the industrial transformation while being alert to ethical 
dilemmas posed from their application77.  

 
In progress are applications in medical and health care (robot support for individuals with disabilities 
empowering them to live assisted lives); enhancing transactions in financial markets through larger 
volume, data-volume, and precision in transactions; innovative business-models and ways of doing 
business; and, economic processes that relieve humans form stifling, and burdensome tasks, empow-
ering their abilities to perform more gratifying economic and social work.  

 

2. The RESOLUTION urges EU and State governance to enlarge the debate on ethical guidance 
defining ethical principles and norms while minding public concern amidst their rapid applications 
and outreach.  

Processes based on self-learning software and neural networks are expected exceed present devel-
opment. The paradox of autonomous processes is on one hand that these increasingly exclude human 
effort from the value-creation-process while on the other hand humans remain legally and morally 
responsible for their actions. In the design and programming of autonomous technologies the ethical 
component should remain within human control. Their ethical principles and decision limits should 
accompany the statement of operating characteristics.  

 
The potency for embedded ‘moral’ networks of autonomous technologies remain dubious. The term 
‘moral technologies’ can be misleading and in this sense problematic as technological systems can 
follow and implement heteronomously predefined norms. Autonomous systems lack capability to ex-
ercise freedom, conscience, and universal moral norms. Hence humans because of their moral culpa-
bility should remain liable for decisions and actions by autonomous technologies. 
 

3. The RESOLUTION asserts that autonomous processes foremost should be in service to hu-
mans. How to administer an equitable access to the benefits from ‘human enhancement’ and doc-
ument its applications. 
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Human decision processes should create a legal framework, and ethical basis, to respect human rights 
and social conventions on applications of autonomous technologies. Foreseen are extensive commer-
cial/economic benefits. Of vital consideration remain the prospects for ‘human’ enhancement of 
physical and intellectual performance from application of technology.  
 

The RESOLUTION urges implementation of the European Civil Law Rules in Robotics as means to avoid 
a lack of moral and legal accountability in the case of accidents and crimes, and to enable risk-assess-
ments, rules for liabilities, and insurances meeting this ethical challenge. The Council acknowledges 
the varying initiatives by the European Parliament, Commission, states, and private institutes78 on the 
regional levels to propose EU-wide rules on robotics and artificial intelligence. Confronted with the 
increased complexity of the autonomous transformation, and its rapid application, it is essential to 
identify the dimensions of responsibility (e.g., subjects of responsibility) and the relations of shared 
responsibility.  
 

4. The RESOLUTION cautions that diverse applications of autonomous processes will lead to a 
substantial loss of industrial wage jobs.  

 

Self-learning systems will perform knowledge-based tasks. Reorganizing job qualifications for human 
participation in industrial work which elevates, rather than demeans, the human input will assume 
ethical considerations. State standards for new professions will be necessary. Contraction of the paid 
labor-market remains of ethical concern for the financial insecurity of displaced workers. Similarly, 
the widening Gini coefficient between rich and the poor due to fewer persons being directly involved 
economically and socially in a more efficient and more effective value-creation-process. 
 

Western ‘work-ethos’ (developed in 200 years) based on a paid job and steady employment will need 
to be adapted – including a restructuring of daily life, revaluing of one’s aims in life, and one’s appre-
ciation for social engagement, social entrepreneurship, ‘societal time’, and spare time. The RESOLU-
TION minds that relevant ethical norms for these matters require preparation of public ‘confidence -
building’ measures. 
  

5. The RESOLUTION expresses concern that increased interaction between robots and humans 
and their routine interventions in social and personal processes1 and relationships could lead to a 
degradation of the image of humans, of human mindsets, and a degrading of human dignity. 

 

6. The RESOLUTION minds that public education should prepare for the new society and econ-
omy unique competencies for ennobling and advancing human’s distinguishing nature from robots 
with artificial intelligence  

 

Public education should be grounded in development of human dignity, ethical reason (Vernunft), 
critical thinking, the ability to interact with complex systems, social competence, creativity, arts, moral 
capability, autonomy, the capability of humans to search, discuss, reflect upon, and define their own 
purposes of life, the capability of humans to devote working-time, spare time, and ‘societal time’ in 
accordance with their own horizon of meaning. 

*** 

The Signatories urge during the period of a formative society and economy the EU pursue public 
measures that would clarify, and address, ethical concerns. Means and ends have their own rationale. 
The Signatories are aware of their contrasting effects. The ‘ends’ for a New Start for Europe should 
clearly merit the benefits to be secured from new autonomous productive processes. The ‘means’ 
should observe human rights as legal and ethical references based on the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the European Union.  

                                                           
1 Massive impact of the high presence of social networks in daily life on social behavior, social competence, and personal interaction. 
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EXCERPTS – TRIPLE REVOLUTION (1964) 

“This Resolution is drafted in recognition that civilization is amidst a historic period in industrial and 
social transformation which compels a fundamental reexamination of national values and 
institutions.”  
 
“A new era of production has begun. The Cybernation Revolution results in systems of almost 
unlimited productive capacity. Systems which also require progressively less human labor. 
Cybernation is already reorganizing the economic and social system to meet its own needs.” 
 
“Preparation of public policies for coping with the progressive effects from cybernation is 
indispensable to the creation of an atmosphere in which the critical issue, the means for public well-
being, proceed with resolve while maintaining public confidence in Government and its leadership.” 
 
“Individuals are increasingly exiled from the economy by cybernation. Promises of job creation and 
employment are a cruel and dangerous hoax to those who are especially vulnerable to cybernation.” 
 
“Cybernation appears as a revolution in production. These include the development of radically 
different productive techniques, novel principles for reordering jobs and employment, and man‘s 
relationship to his society.”  
 
“While the major aspects of the cybernation revolution are for the moment restricted to the U.S., its 
effects will engulf the industrial world and large parts of the non-industrial world. The problems posed 
by the cybernation revolution are part of a new era in the history of all mankind.” 
 
“As machines take over production from labor, the displaced become dependent on minimal and 
unrelated government measures – unemployment insurance, social security, welfare payments.” 
 
“The continuance of the income-through jobs link as the only major mechanism for distributing 
effective demand – for granting the right to consume – now acts as the main brake on the almost 
unlimited capacity of a cybernated productive system.” 
 
“Abetted by special interest groups, these have urged perpetuating an economic model based on 
concepts of scarcity and evading the prospect of abundance produced by cybernation. The relevant 
economic consideration is not how to increase production of goods and services but how to distribute 
the abundance potential from cybernation.”  
 
“There is an urgent need for a fundamental change in the arbitrary model that limits consumer 
participation in the market to those momentarily on a payroll.” 
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ENDNOTES 

1 GoodAI project mission is to develop general artificial intelligence - as fast as possible to help humanity. Started in January 2014, funded $10M. The R&D 
institute is now an international team of 20 research scientists and engineers based in Prague, Czech Republic. 
2 “My Agenda for Jobs, Growth, Fairness and Democratic Change”, Jean-Claude Juncker, Opening Statement, European Parliament, 15 July 2014.  
3 Draft Joint Employment Report from the Commission and the Council, Brussels, 16 November 2016. 
4 ‘Benefits’ exalt further employment. EU tax policy is “to help improve …the potential need and scope for a growth and employment friendly reduction in 
labor taxes …should be targeted to ensure best possible effects on employment”, Tax Reforms in EU Member States 2015, Chapter 2, p.23. 
5 See Peter Drucker, The Next Society Is Closer than You Think. November 1, 2001  
6 EU NGOs petitioned President Juncker to set out, as a matter of great urgency, how the EU will respond with clarity and conviction to the challenge of the 
ambitious and universal Agenda 2030 and to commit to developing an integrated, overarching strategy covering internal and external affairs. 
7 European Pillar of Social Rights sets out a number of key principles and rights to support fair and well-functioning labor markets and welfare systems.  
8 The European Semester, Annual Growth Survey 2015 “Goals of the European Semester: ensuring sound public finances (avoiding excessive government 
debt); preventing excessive macroeconomic imbalances in the EU supporting; structural reforms, to create more jobs and growth; boosting investment.” 
9 While there remain large populations on various territories living in scarcity that yet would benefit from industrial output and extend the period of economic 
expansion, the pattern of their social existence will not like be as material intensive. Super expressways with millions of private automobiles are not likely 
to crisscross central Africa. Nor is ‘stable’ equivalent to ‘stagnant’. Female fashions can change constantly without constant increase in the wardrobe. 
10 “A significant increase in actual (chronological) retirement age and also (beyond the years 2020 to 2025) legal retirement age will be indispensable in order 
to cope with population aging.”, Welfare in an Idle Society, Reinventing Retirement, Bernd Marin, Ashgate. 
11 See: Joint Employment Report from the Commission and the Council, Brussels, 16 November 2016, p6., “Member states focused on improving the sus-
tainability of their pension systems by increasing retirement and limiting access to early retirement.” 
12 The Council has taken note of the following: European Union’s Convention on Robotics 2025; The Charter of Digital Rights; European Civil Law Rules on 
Robotics.  
13 The targets of the Europe 2020 strategy is to have an employment rate of at least 75 % for persons aged 20-64 in the EU by 2020. This objective has been 
translated into national targets to reflect the situation and the possibilities of each Member State to contribute to the common goal.  
14 E.U. Annual Growth Survey, 2017, Brussels, 16.11.2016 COM (2016) 725 final; New Dynamics for Europe: Reaping the Benefits of Socio-Ecological Transi-
tion, WWW for Europe, WIFO, Karl Eiginger. 
15 DRAFT REPORT: Recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics (2015/2103(INL)), Committee on Legal Affairs, Rapporteur: Mady 
Delvaux (Initiative – Rule 46 of the Rules of Procedure; 2015 Joint Report of the Council and the Commission on the Implementation of the Strategic Frame-
work for European Cooperation in Education and Training (ET-2020). 
16 A notable exception is a report on European Civil Law Rules in Robotics, EU Committee on Legal Affairs. 
17 Industry estimates project 20 million robot operators by 2050. A percentage will represent net additions to the workforce. Meanwhile the only justification 
for future ‘full-employment’ is past experience in which labor displacement had adjusted to other forms of employment. Any lasting effect from job dis-
placement is dismissed off-hand with comment there will untold new jobs as there had appeared in the past. There is no account for the qualitative difference 
between ‘machine’ and ‘robot worker’.  
11 Europe’s 2020 employment rate target of 75% reported to be attainable; deployment of 5G mobile communication systems reported to create two million 
jobs; 20 percent of the EU budget expenditure on climate-related action reported to yield jobs; Youth employment program goals reported to place all youth 
in jobs. 
18 Seventy-five percent of increase in productivity has ceased to be attributable to labor resources. The prospect (at-hand) of robot-driven overland trucks 
that may displace several million drivers, and that the multiplier effect from one single occupation displacement may further add 5-6 million to the unem-
ployed figures is nowhere evident. 
19 See: The retail apocalypse has officially descended on America The Street.com 22Mrch. 2017, reporting closure of 2500 regional retail stores from major 
U.S. Retailers in 2017 with estimated lay-offs 250,000-300,000 employees as operations respond to technology and new business systems. 
20 International Federation of Robotics, ISO definition of ‘robots’ (8373). 
21 “We find that the contribution of increased use of robots to economic growth is substantial”, Robots at Work, Georg Graetz, Guy Michaels, London School 
of Economics, February 27, 2015. 
22 Action by the European Central Bank (ECB) with injecting cheap credit (buy covered bonds, asset-backed securities, or corporate bonds below the deposit 
rate) and the EU Commission’s European Social Fund finance numerous initiatives to stimulate industrial growth and human development. The aims, how-
ever, remain to revive a passing economic model for industrial activity and human resource application.   
23 A key challenge in the 2030 Agenda is achieving inclusive and sustainable growth and creating decent jobs, particularly for women and youth. 
24 In the home, one can fabricate materials ranging from titanium to human cartilage and produce fully functional components, including batteries, complex 

mechanisms, transistors, and LEDs. 
25 A Digital Single Market Strategy with financial gain for centralized infrastructure of large telecom operators and INTERNET access providers. 
26 Earnings per share, Return on Investment, Inventory Turn-over, etc. are the tests for efficient distribution of resources within the firm. 
27 The European Civil Law Rules in Robotics, Charter of Digital Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Tax Reforms in E.U. Member States: 2015 Report, 
Working Paper N.- 58, 2015, and Key Competences for European Citizens in the knowledge Society, European Commission, 20 December 2012. are early 
examples for a more encompassing Declaration on the pursued aims for a transforming 21st Century socio-economic Order. Proposal for a new European 
Consensus on Development Our World, our Dignity, our Future, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. 
28 Goal for 2050 of Smart City Wien thus reads as follows: The best quality of life for all inhabitants of Vienna, while minimizing the consumption of resources. 
This will be realized through comprehensive innovations. 
29 See: Is It Time to Abandon GDP, Eduardo Campanella, Eurozone Economist, UniCredit, November 2016  
30 European Social Prohgress Index measures soicial progress for each region. Note, this index is not created for the purpose of funding allocation and does 
not bind the European Commission. For some period, the present and new series could function in unison. as compliment to bip/GDP. 
31 The Council considered the report: Key Competences for European Citizens in the Knowledge Society. ET 2020 identified the need for lifelong learning and 
mobility to become a reality with education and vocational training systems being more responsive to change and the wider industrial world. 
32 ESN is a non-profit organization supported by the EU Program for Employment and Social Innovation. European Commission does not directly finance 
entrepreneurs or social enterprises, but enables selected microcredit providers and social enterprise investors in the EU to increase lending. 
33 Incentives for stimulating socially responsible investment and tax policy was reported for Denmark, Spain, Italy, and the UK. Tax Reforms in EU Member 
States 2015, Chapter 1, p19. 
34 See: Tax Reforms in EU Member States 2014/2015 European Economy. Also, European Civil Law Rules in Robotics. 
35 A Broad Understanding of Innovation and Its Importance for Innovation Policy, SSIC Secretariat Working Paper 1/2014, Wolfgang Polt, Joanneum Research. 
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36 Europe Tomorrow, AHOKA, HUB, NEW WORK CENTER, WISE as model social enterprises that through their social networks and professional assistance 
enable individuals to actualize social innovation. Within Austria the Work Integration Social Enterprises, (WISE), program in conjunction with AMA operates 
several social enterprises for disadvantaged individuals.)  
37 Contract for New Growth, European Commission. Recently measures were adopted to ease access to funding and increase the visibility of social enterprises 
through labels, certifications, and improvement in their legal status. 
38 EU financial support for research and Innovation in Robotics (SPARC) aims to propel industry to the global ‘top of the Robotics Class’. Ignored (overlooked) are 
stated aims to propel the application of robotics for domestic social innovation and social enterprises (e.g., teaching assistants). An EU public remains behind the 
global personal robot acceptance index.  
39 Such initiative would resemble the EU ‘2015 European Sustainable Development Network (ESDN)’ and the initiative for deployment of a 5G mobile communica-
tion system across member states.  
40 Resembling the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union specifying ‘fundamental social rights’ relevant to a new industrial era. These rights would 
be complimentary to ‘civil rights’ and liberties. “Social rights are a necessary complement to civil rights and liberties, since the latter cannot be enjoyed without a 
minimum of social security. This means that it is not freedom from the State that is achieved, but freedom with the State's help. These are, then, fundamental 
rights in the form of entitlements.” Mark Eric Butt, Julia Kübert and Christiane Anne Schultz, Division for Social, Legal and Cultural Affairs. The issuance of Estab-
lishing a European Pillar of Social Rights, The Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Com-
mittee of the Regions 26 April 2017, while commendable yet presents the social rights in the context of 20th century social norms and economic measures. 
41 It is in the child first becomes involved in social life, absorbs its values and standards of behavior, its ways of thought, language and certain value orientations. 
It is this primary group that bears the major responsibility to society. Its first duty is to the social group, to society and humanity. Man and Society, On the Human 
Being and Being Human, A. Spirkin. 
42 Startup Europe Week 2017, with hundreds of events in more than 40 countries, is a single annual event to promote entrepreneurship among younger persons 
but primarily directed to industrial projects. 
43 Foreseen is an endeavor similar to: White Paper on the future of Europe: Avenues for unity for the EU, the EU Commission hosting a series of 'Future of Europe 
Forums' across Europe's cities and regions. 
44 The Council considers the DRAFT Recommendations to the Commission on EUROPEAN CIVIL LAW RULES IN ROBOTICS and the CHARTER OF DIGITAL RIGHTS 
instructive and supports policies proposed for Commission consideration. The British Academy reports on Robotrics, AI and Society, with its recent statement, 
HUMANS MUST FLOURISH, as important contributions to public awarteness. 
45 Article 9 TFEU, the objective of a high level of employment must be taken into consideration in the definition and implementation of Union policies and 
activities. Among the principles and rights enshrined in the Pillar is the” aims at full-employment” Section 2. 
46 Annual Growth Survey 2015, Europe 2020 
47 When unemployment rises, there is often disagreement among economists about whether the causes are structural/macroeconomic, or whether it is adjustment 
to cyclical deflation unemployment. The U.S. economy was not especially healthy before the financial crisis began in late 2007. The economy was already on pace 
for its slowest decade of growth since World War II. The mediocre economic growth, in turn, brought mediocre job and income growth — and the crisis more than 
erased those gains. 
48 A Europe 2030 Strategy pursues policies for industrial innovation and expansion of market-based output (viz., growth).   
displaced un-employed workers, youth including university graduates, females from households, drop-outs from the active labor market, extended employment 
for senior workers, and arriving immigrant and asylum workers 
49 The Human Capital Report, World Economic Forum, derives a ‘Human Capital Index’ identifying the extent to which human capital potential has been optimized 
in a particular country. 
50 See: Creative Industries Report Austria. The social services initiative in Austria is processed through the Austrian Research Promotion aimed at promoting creative 
social industries. 
51 Social Progress Index instead of emphasizing traditional measurements of success like income and investment, measures 50 indicators of social and environ-
mental outcomes to create a clearer picture of what life is really like for everyday people.  
52 Boston Consulting Group (BCG)estimated that by 2025 the adoption of advanced robot will boost productivity by up to 30 percent in many industry sectors, and 
lower total labor costs by 18 percent or more in countries such as: China, Japan, U.S., and Germany, HITC Business News, “Robots: The New Low-Cost Workers” 
13 April 2015. 
53 The Council notes European Parliament, (EMPL) tender for the award of a framework service contract no. ip/a/empl/fwc/2018-001 for the provision 
of external expertise on regulatory and policy issues in the fields of employment policy (lot 1) - social policy and social protection (lot 2) . It is proposed 
the tender include the plans for a permanent tri-partite public-private Commission. 
54 The Council questions the applicability of experience with new machines on the status of the labor market. Robots are not machines. They are workers. 
55 Viz., how to prepare future generations of prime-age individuals for gainful and purposeful activity as artificial intelligence qualifies robot labor for increasingly 
diverse occupation. 
56 See: EU Annual Growth Survey, Europe 2020, “…outlines the main features of its new jobs and growth agenda”. 
57 “Between mid-2014 - mid-2015, nine EU Member States reduced overall level of taxation on labor.” Tax Reform in EU Member States 2015, Chapter 1, p. 17. 
58 See: Tax Reform in the EU Member States 2015: Tax Policy Challenges for Economic Growth and Fiscal Sustainability, European Commission, September 2015. 
59 Tax Reform in EU Member States 2015, Chapter 1, p. 19. 
Blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record not just financial transactions but virtually everything of 
value. 
60 Enterprises employing robot labor may be obliged to disclose: the number of 'smart robots' they use, the savings made in social security contributions by use of 
robotics in place of human personnel, an evaluation of the amount and proportion of the revenue of the undertaking that results from the use of robotics and 
artificial intelligence.  
61 Disclosures concerning a firm’s ethical, social and environmental performance.  
62 Means for assessing the value for data transaction remain to be developed. 
63 In the U.S. 14 million workers are employed in firms that offer employee stock ownership plans.  
64 The European Quality of Life Survey (EQLS) has indicators which complements conventional indicators of economic growth and living standard such as GDP or 
income. The EQLS indicators are said to be more inclusive of environmental and social aspects of progress and taken up by public debate at EU and national levels 
in the European Union. 
65 “Wholesome Community Life’ would include measures on prevalence of obesity, energy consumption per household, usage of public transit, reduction of waste 
produce, etc. 
66 “Everyone has the right to quality and inclusive education, training and life-long learning in order to maintain and acquire skills that enable them to 
participate fully in society and manage successfully transitions in the labor market.” Chapter 1, The European Pillar of Social Rights. 
67 EU education policy yet has roots in the Bologna-Process with its concern for uniform education standards for professional education and qualifications for 
employment. 
68 See: The Education Myth, Ricardo Hausmann, Project Syndicate, May 2015. 
69 The process of inflation of the minimum credentials required for a given job and the simultaneous devaluation of the value of diplomas and degrees. 
70 See: Key Competences for European Citizens in the Knowledge Society, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 20 December 2012. 
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71 In citing digital competence among EU Competences for Lifelong Learning the definition is stated solely in occupation and employment terms. There is no 
reference to social and personal applications for individual beneficial application. 
72 Chinese company is recruiting workers for wind turbines it hopes to build in Wyoming, and will even pay for training. 
73 Artificial Intelligence Market Size to Reach $ 35,870 Million by 2025: Grand View Research, Inc. 07/26/2017 North American region is expected to dominate 
the industry due to high government funding, the presence of leading players, and strong technical base. Advances in image and voice recognition are driving 
the growth of the artificial intelligence market as improved image recognition technology is critical to offer enhanced robotics.  International Data Corporation 
(IDC) forecast that global revenues for cognitive and AI systems will hit $12.5 billion this year, up a sizzling 59.3% on a year-over-year basis. In fact, for the 
next three years, the compound annual growth rate is expected to be about 54.4%. $25 billion by 2030.AI applications based on cognitive computing, 
artificial intelligence, and deep learning are the next wave of technology transforming how consumers and enterprises work, learn, and play.” 
74 China is embracing robotics with the same full-on intensity that’s made it a force in high-speed rail and renewable energy. Beijing economic planners view it as 
a stepping stone to a broader strategic goal: dominating emerging markets for artificial intelligence. 
75 Japanese government is in the midst of what it's calling a "Robot Revolution Initiative" -- a five-year-plan backed by more than 400 businesses and other 
organizations to grow its robotics and AI market to over $21 billion. 
76 Future-oriented higher education: Which key competencies should be fostered through university teaching and learning? Marco Rieckmann 
77 GoodAI project mission is to develop general artificial intelligence - as fast as possible to help humanity. Started in January 2014, funded $10M. The R&D insti-
tute is now an international team of 20 research scientists and engineers based in Prague, Czech Republic. 
78 A recent report published by the Royal Society and the British Academy proposes principles to govern intelligent machines ‘living‘ alongside humans. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


